A Seamless Finish

Create a cohesive, seamless space intertwining resilient and soft surfaces with Unbound™. Large impact, 5.0 mm planks and tiles easily transition to carpet without the need for disruptive transition strips and can be installed quickly with a looselay method.

Industry-Leading Protection, Backed by Science

Unbound™ features Diamond 10® Technology, a revolutionary, patent-pending innovation that uses cultured diamonds to provide category-leading scratch, stain, and scuff resistance. It’s a low maintenance solution designed to stand up to the wear and tear of commercial settings for floors that look newer, longer.

LIMITED WARRANTY

20 YEAR
Commercial Warranty when installed in strict accordance with the recommended Armstrong® Flooring adhesive and detailed instructions at ArmstrongFlooring.com.

+10 ADDITIONAL YEARS
of overall warranty coverage by using any Strong System™ subfloor preparation product.
Unbound™ offers an easy, intentional color palette in textile, concrete and wood visuals. A sophisticated selection of hickory and time-worn oak finishes offers a complementary contrast to softened concretes and woven textures. From colorfast indigos and tinted neutrals, to soft grays, coordinate across the collection for a unique installation.